Rinnai Vehicle Wrap Steps
Step 1
Download the following documents: Order Form, Vehicle Wrap Process Outline, Checklist, Warranty
and Maintenance Instructions.
Step 2
Follow the checklist to ensure a successful ordering and installation process. Make sure that all
information on the Order Form is legible and correct. You will need to fill out the customer contact
information, year, make & model of vehicle and select the design option as provided.
To ensure consistency of Rinnai brand, the options available have been approved by Rinnai Marketing
and the dealer will be able to provide company logo, contact information such as phone number and
web address in a designated area). Fax or email the order form as provided on the Order Form.
Step 3
Review and approve detailed pricing proposal provided to dealer once received by vendor.
Step 4
Provide accurate dimensions for the vehicle. This is a critical step. The dealer can request at an
additional cost to be determined, an approved professional applicator visit the location of the vehicle
to take photos and dimensions to submit or the dealer can elect to provide the dimensions and photos
to submit to the vendor. The dealer assumes full responsibility for all dimensions provided.
Step 5
Email company logo (EPS file format only) and PMS colors.
Step 6
Review and make changes or approve layout of all 4 sides of the graphics to the designated email or
fax provided by vendor. Once the final layout has been approved, the project will be put into
production and can be expected within 4 – 6 weeks.
Step 7
Submit payment of graphics and application fees. Payment is due prior to shipping of graphics (see
terms of agreement).
Step 8
Once the payment has been received, the graphics will then be shipped to the dealer at the address
provided on the order form. The dealer must confirm receipt of graphics and the vendor will call to
schedule an appointment to have the certified, trained applicator from their database apply the
vehicle graphics. The dealer assumes responsibility for prepping the vehicle prior to the application of
the graphics such as making arrangements due to inclement weather, thoroughly cleaning the vehicle,
drying and storing indoors 24 hours prior to scheduled application.
NOTE:
Any dealer wanting to submit for co-op must receive approval from their Rinnai Area Manager prior
to signing the contract with the vendor. All processing of submitting orders, payment, warranty will
be handled between the dealer and the vendor.

This form to be used for Rinnai Dealers only.

